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An adaptation is  a film based on another work. A significant percentage of 
Hollywood films are adaptations, and in fact publishers routinely send advance 
copies of their books to agents in the hopes of landing a lucrative film deal. Al
though the original work is typically a novel, short story, play, or biography, 
adaptations have been made from television series (Miami Vice), computer 
games (Tomb Raider), graphic novels (A History of Violence), children's books 
(Shrek), and magazine articles (The Fast and the Furious) . Adaptations range 
from the close or faithful adaptation, in which the filmmaker translates nearly 
every character and scene from page to screen, to the loose adaptation, in 
which many elements from the original work have been dropped and many new 
elements added. By comparing a film adaptation and its source, we can learn a 
great deal about what is unique to each medium while experiencing different 
interpretations of the story. 

THE PROBLEMS OF ADAP TATION 

When we see a film adaptation of a favorite book or show, we may expect the 
film to duplicate the experience we had when we read or saw the original work. 
That is, of course, impossible. In a sense, we have the same reaction to many 
film adaptations that we might have toward a friend whom we haven't seen for 
a long time and who has changed greatly over the intervening years. Mentally 
prepared to meet an old friend, we meet a stranger and take the changes as a 
personal affront, as though the friend has no right to undergo them without 
our knowledge or permission. The changes involved in taking a work to the 
screen are as inevitable as tl1e changes brought by age. To know what we can 
reasonably expect from films based on other works requires insight into all 
kinds of changes that adaptation will bring, as well as an understanding of tl1e 
differences in the media involved. 

Change in M edium 

The medium in which a story is told has a definite effect on the story itself. 
Each medium has its strengths and limitations, and any adaptation from one 
medium to another must take tl1ese factors into account and adjust the subject 
matter accordingly. For example, a novel may be of any length and can develop 
elaborate plots with many characters; a film's scope is limited by its screen time. 
Fans of the Tolkien saga The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King must ac
cept that even a three-hour-and-twenty-minute film has to leave out large 
chunks of tl1e lengthy novel. The audience's point of view when watching a play 
is limited by the position of the seats and stage, but watching a film we can view 
an interior room one minute and an aerial view of the city tl1e next. Audiences 
in the Broadway production of Chicago experienced the thrill of watching a live 
performance; film audiences can enjoy the musical's fast-paced rhythms and 



FIGURE 13.1  Objection Sustained Sometimes problems arise that are tota lly beyond 

the screenwriter or d irector's control .  Fifties novelist J. D. Sal inger became a fascinating 

fictional character i n  W. P. Kinsel la 's fantasy novel, Shoe less Joe. Sal inger, however, 

objected to his name being used for the character, so when the film version (Field of 

Dreams) came out, the character had become a black novel ist/civil rights fighter from the 

sixties played by James Earl Jones, shown here with Kevin Costner. 

star close-ups. If we are to judge a film adaptation fairly, we should recognize 
that although a novel, a play, or a film can tell the same story, each medium is a 
work of art in its own right, with its own distinctive techniques and conven
tions. Just as an oil painting has a different effect than a statue depicting the 
same subject, a film adaptation has a different effect than its literary source. 

Change in Creative Artists 

In our analysis we certainly must consider the influence that any change in cre
ative talents has on a work of art. No two creative minds are alike, and when the 
reins are passed from one creative hand to another, the end product changes. 
Some kind of creative shift occurs in almost any kind of adaptation. fu film
goers, we must develop an equally tolerant attitude toward all film adaptations 
and freely grant the new creative talents some artistic license (Figure 13 .1). 

Of course, there are limits to which artistic license can justifiably be car
ried. If a work is changed so much that it is almost unrecognizable, it should 
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FIGURE 13.2 Literature Meets 

Cinema Although conventional  

wisdom dictates that successful 

writers most often seem to resent 

what Hol lywood does to their l it

erary works, exceptions do occur. 

Here, John Irving proudly holds 

the Academy Award that he won 

for adapting his own novel The 

Cider House Rules for the screen . 

probably not bear the same title as the original-as was the case for John Irv
ing's novel A Prayer for Owen Meany, whose title was changed to Simon Birch for 
the film adaptation. It has been said, perhaps with justification, that Hollywood 
frequently distorts the meaning of a novel so thoroughly that nothing is left but 
the title. Two brief examples may illustrate the validity of that statement. 

John Ford, when asked about his indebtedness to the novel in making The 
Informer, supposedly replied, "I never read the book." In a similar vein, play
wright Edward Albee was once asked whether he was pleased with the screen 
adaptation of Who 's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? He replied ironically that, al
though it omitted some tllings he felt were important, he was rather pleased 
with the adaptation, especially in light of the fact tllat a friend had called him to 
pass on the rumor that the filmmakers were seeking someone to cast in tlle role 
of George and Martha's nonexistent son. (Screenwriter Ernest Lehman's first 
draft included a real son who had committed suicide, but director Mike Nichols 
would not accept that radical change.) Many screenwriters, however, aim to re
main true to the original work, and on occasion the original writer may even be 
hired to write the adaptation (Figure 1 3 .2). 

Cinematic Potential of the Original Work 

Renata Adler has observed, "Not every written thing aspires to be a movie." 
And, indeed, some works are more adaptable to the film medium than otllers. 
Much of the humor in the film Adaptation comes from the screenwriter charac
ter's frustration at not being able to find "the story" in the book he has been 
hired to adapt. The style in which a work is written also affects its adaptability 
to film. The many adapters of Henry James's short stories and novels, perhaps 
drawn to his work by its complex characters, moral dilemmas, and visual possi-



bilities, have had to contend with a prose style that is abstract, analytical, and 
some say, convoluted. Consider these opening sentences from James's The 
Golden Bowl: 

The Prince had always liked his London, when it had come to him; he was one of 
the modern Romans who find by the Thames a more convincing image of the 
truth of the ancient state than they had left by the Tiber. Brought up on the leg
end of the City to which the world paid tribute, he recognized in the present Lon
don much more than in contemporary Rome the real dimensions of such a case. If 
it  was a question of Imperium, he said to himself, and if one wished, as a Roman, 
to recover a little tl1e sense of that, the place to do so was on Hyde Park Corner. 1 

In contrast, the concrete, sensuous prose style of Ernest Hemingway, as in the 
first two paragraphs of "The Battler," is clearly more cinematic: 

Nick stood up. He was all right. He looked up the track at the lights of the 
caboose going out of sight around the curve. There was water on both sides of the 
track, then tamarack swamp. 

He felt of his knee. The pants were torn and skin was barked. His hands were 
scraped and there were sand and cinders driven up under his nails. He went over 
to the edge of the u·ack down the little slope to the water and washed his hands. 
He washed them carefully in the cold water, getting the dirt out from tl1e nails. 
He squatted down and bathed his knee.2 

Although the problems of adapting a play to the screen are not generally as 
great as those presented by James, playwrights also have styles that affect the 
ease with which their plays can be adapted to film. Tennessee Williams, for ex
ample, uses concrete and sensual verbal imagery, and his plays contain speeches
such as the one describing Sebastian's death in Sudden6', Last SUmme1'-that 
lend themselves to visual flashbacks. 

ADAPTATIONS OF PROSE FICTION 

The general elements just discussed influence our reactions to film adaptations 
of any type of work. A more complete understanding requires a deeper exami
nation of the specific challenges posed by each medium. To better understand 
what is involved in translating a work of prose fiction into film, we will look at 
certain characteristics of novels, novellas (short novels), and short stories. 

Literary Versus Cin ematic Points of View 

In literature, point of view refers to the vantage point from which the author 
presents tl1e action of the story. In film, the term "point of view" is generally 
used in connection with a type of shot taken from the place where the charac
ter's eyes would be, but it can also apply to how the entire film's story is told. 
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FIGURE 1 3.3 From Voice on the Page 

to Character on the Screen The first

person narrator of Jesus' Son by Denis 

Johnson becomes the main character 

played by B i l ly Crudup (shown here with 

Samantha Morton) in Alison Maclean's 

film adaptation. 
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A filmmaker who attempts to translate a novel into film must decide how to 
adapt the novel's point of view. It is useful, then, to be familiar with the main 
types of literary point of view. 

1 .  First-Person Point of View. A character who has participated in or 
observed the action of the story gives us an eyewitness or firsthand 
account of what happened and his or her responses to it (Figure 1 3 .3) .  A 
series of first-person narrators tell the story of Russell Banks's Tbe Sweet 
Hereafter; here school bus driver Dolores Driscoll begins to describe the 
accident that killed many of her town's children: 

A dog-it was a dog 1 saw for certain. Or thought 1 saw. It was snowing, 
pretty hard by then, and you can see things in the snow that aren't 
there, or aren't exactly there, but you also can't see some things that are 
there, so tl1at by God when you do see sometlling, you react anyhow, 
erring on the distaff side, if you get my drift. That's my training as a 
driver, but it's also my temperament as a mother of two grown sons and 
wife to an invalid, and that way when I'm wrong at least I'm wrong on 
the side of the angels. 3 

Most first-person narrators use "I," although some writers have ex
perimented witll "you," as in Jay McInerney's Bright Lights, Big City: 

You are not the kind of guy who would be at a place like this at tllis 
time of the morning. But you are, and you cannot say that the terrain is 
entirely unfamiliar, although tlle details are fuzzy. You are at a night
club talking to a girl with a shaved head.4 

2. Third-Person Narrator Point of View. A narrator who is not a char
acter or participant in the story's events tells the tale. The narrator can 
be "omniscient," or all-seeing, all-knowing, and capable of reading the 



thoughts of all the characters, as in this excerpt from Toni Morrison's 
Beloved: 

124 was spiteful. Full of a baby's venom. The women in the house knew 
it and so did the children. For years each put up with the spite in his 
own way, but by 1 873  Sethe and her daughter Denver were its only 
victims. The grandmother, Baby Suggs, was dead, and the sons, 
Howard and Buglar, had run away by the time they were thirteen years 
old-as soon as merely looking into a mirror shattered it (that was the 
signal for Buglar); as soon as two tiny hand prints appeared in the cake 
(that was it for Howard).5 

A third-person narration can also be "limited," that is, it can focus on 
the thoughts and emotions of a single character within the story. This 
character's thoughts are extremely important, for they become the central 
manner through which we view the action. The narration of Virginia 
Woolf's novel Orlando, for example, follows the main character's life from 
his adolescence in Elizabethan England, through his transformation into a 
woman, to the year 1 928 .  Throughout this fictional biography, the narra
tor may guess at other characters' motivations, but Orlando's actions are 
authoritatively explained to us: 

Orlando had inclined herself naturally to the Elizabethan spirit, to the 
Restoration spirit, to the spirit of the eighteenth century, and had in 
consequence scarcely been aware of the change from one age to the 
other. But the spirit of the nineteenth century was antipathetic to her in 
the extreme, and thus it took her and broke her, and she was aware of 
her defeat at its hands as she had never been before.6 

3 .  Stream of Consciousness or Interior Monologue. Woolf and other 
writers of her generation also pioneered the "stream of consciousness" or 
"interior monologue,"  which is a combination of third-person and first
person narrative, although the participant in the action is not consciously 
narrating the story. What we get instead is a unique kind of inner view, as 
though a microphone and a movie camera in the fictional character's mind 
were recording for us every thought, image, and impression that passes 
through the character's brain, without the conscious acts of organization, 
selectivity, or narration, as in these lines from William Faulkner's The 
Sound and the Fury: 

Stay mad. My shirt was getting wet and my hair. Across the roof hearing the 
roof loud now I could see Natalie going through the garden among the rain. 
Get wet I hope you catch pneumonia go on home Cowface. I jumped hard as I 
could into the hog-wallow the mud yellowed up to my waist stinking I kept on 
plunging until I fell down and rolled over in it. "Hear them in swimming, 
sister? I wouldn't mind doing that myself." If I had time. When I have 
time. I could hear my watch. Mud was warmer than the rain it snzelled 
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TH E WRITER'S PLACE 

I N  H OLLYWOOD 
At once indispensable and invisible, writers have histor
ically had a complicated relationship with other parts of 
the film industry. Lacking the glamour and box office 
appeal of the starring actors and the power of produc
ers, writers frequendy portray themselves in films as 
marginalized and victimized by producers and directors 
who use their talents but quickly drop them once their 
services are no longer needed. The painful tenuousness 
of the screenwriter's position in Hollywood can even af
fect actors playing the role of a screenwriter. 

In the late 1970s, when Allen Goorwitz was shoot
ing his scenes for The Stunt Man ( 1 980), the actor was 
apparendy suffering an identity crisis. Although he 
was already well known under his stage name, Allen 
Garfield, for feature roles in such films as Francis 
Ford Coppola's The Conve1"Sation ( 1974), he suddenly 
began using his birth name professionally. Perhaps his 
shift was somehow apt, though, considering that he 
was playing a screenwriter in The Stunt Man, a movie 
presenting the microcosmic world of filmmaking. Just 
as Peter O'Toole portrayed a stereotypically manipu
lative, god-like film director (Eli Cross) in the film, 
Goorwitz's Sam was clearly meant to represent the ar
chetypal Hollywood author-an "insecure" human 
being who complains loudly that "Everybody wants to 
take things away from me! "  

Among all the variations o f  iconic images o f  movie 
writers within films themselves, none is more searing 
than the figure of the hack screenwriter (played by 
William Holden) at the center of Billy Wilder and 
Charles Brackett's classic Sunset Boulevard ( 1950). 
Here, with operatic gestures, Gloria Swanson's faded, 
mad silent movie star, Norma Desmond, appears to 
consume this "mere" writer in much the same fashion 
in which dle hungry industry itself has earlier de
voured her. 

Filmic representations of dle screenwriter's expe
rience in Hollywood draw heavily on reality. D. W 
Griffith, the essential and controversial "father of 
American film," approached the world of silent movies 
after a very brief and unsuccessful career as a play
wright. Although the dramatic skills that he had honed 
served him well in helping to create the first extended 
film narratives, and he would write or co-script most 
of his celebrated works, including Bil1:h of a Nation 

( 1 9 1 5) and Intolerance ( 1 9 1 6),  the prototypical urge to 
direct soon seized him. Thus, he managed quickly to 

rise above the curse of being a "mere" writer in Holly
wood. With Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, and 
Douglas Fairbanks, Griffith in 1 9 1 9  established United 
Artists, an independent production and distribution 
company that ultimately helped lead to the powerful 
studio filmmaking system of me 1930s, '40s, and '50s. 
There, generally, producers ruled me magic realms, 
and scriptwriters, who sometimes were manipulated 
to compete unknowingly against each omer, filled me 
dungeons of me creative hierarchy. 

Near me height of me studio system's power, me 
novelist Raymond Chandler published a critical essay in 
me Atlantic Monthly (November 1945) in which he re
counted his own adventures in me screenwriting trade, 
expressing feelings of hurt for his treatment. Almough 
his first film was nominated for an Academy Award, he 
was never invited to premiere screenings, and his name 
barely appeared in print advertising and posters. Al
mough he attempted to see me big picture, his analysis 
of me talented writer's fate in Hollywood is bleak: 
"The challenge of screenwriting," he wrote, "is to say 
much in little and men take half of mat little out . . . .  " 
But given the studio's power, Chandler observed, 

[T]here is no such thing as an art of the 
screenplay . . .  for it is the essence of dus sys
tem that it seeks to exploit a talent without 
permitting it me right to be a talent . . . .  This 



means both personal and artistic subordina

tion, and no writer of quality will long accept 
either without surrendering that which made 
him a writer of quality . . . .  

During the four- or five-decade reign of the studio 
system, various novelists and (especiaLly) playwrights 
were, in fact, publicly recognized for their scriptwrit
ing contributions. Among those who won Academy 
Awards for either original or adapted screenplays 
were the "outside" artists Sidney Howard (Gone With 

the Wind, 1939), Robert E. Sherwood (The Best Years 

of am' Lives, 1 946), and Budd Schulberg (On the 
Wate'lfront, 1 954). But even the most famous novelists 
who served tours of duty in Hollywood, William 
Faulkner and F. Scott Fitzgerald, obtained little 
recognition for their work. Fitzgerald received only 
one screen credit for all of his extended, resident ef
forts (Th1"ee CO'I1Z1'ades, 1 93 8), and Faulkner garnered 
only four (including To Have and Have Not, 1944, and 
The Big Sleep, 1946) during his two major periods of 
employment in L. A. 

Labeled as "mere" writers by HoLlywood big 
shots, screenwriters often struggled to step into other 
roles that would give them more recognition for their 
work and more power and control over the scripts 
they wrote. During the 1 940s, a few talented screen
writers such as Preston Sturges (Sullivan 's Travels, 
1941) and John Huston (The Maltese Falcon, 1 941), 
managed to become successful directors. Later, Fran
cis Ford Coppola (The Godfather saga) and Lawrence 
Kasdan (Tbe Big Chill, 1 983) accomplished similar 
feats. But in the 1 960s, 1 970s, and 1 980s, writing 
Oscars went to more "outside" workers, including 
William Inge (Splendor in the Grass, 1 96 1 ), John Os
borne (Tom Jones, 1 963), Robert Bolt (Docto1' Zhivago, 
1 965; A Man joT All Seasons, 1 966), Peter Shaffer 
(Amadeus, 1 984), Ruth Prawer Jhabvala (A Room With 
a View, 1 986), John Patrick Shanley (Moonstruck, 
1987), and Alfted Uhry (D1'iving Miss Daisy, 1 989). 

By the 1 970s, when the monopoly of the studio sys
tem began to give way to independents, some directors 
finally did take on major power in Hollywood. Writers, 
however, did not attain a remunerative symbol of their 
own worth until 1990, when, as the Internet Movie 
Database notes, Joe Eszterhas received a "$3 million 
paycheck for 'Basic Instinct"'-"the highest amount of 
money ever paid for a screenplay at that time." Later, 
Shane Black was paid $4 million (The Long Kiss Good-

night, 1 996), and M. Night Shyamalan, $5 million 
(Signs, 2002). But by 2005 Black (like Shyamalan) ap
parently found that his screenwriting efforts alone did 
not sustain him; he both wrote and directed the neo
noir film Kiss Kiss Bang Bang. In the last paragraph of 
his "Writers in Hollywood" essay, Raymond Chandler 
may have anticipated this move: "For the very nicest 
thing Hollywood can possibly think of to say to a writer 
is that he is too good to be only a writer." 

If screenwriters-turned-directors are relatively 
rare, role-shifting in another direction became in
creasingly common in the mid-1 990s when actors, 
participants already within the picture-making system 
and unintimidated by the specters of early Orson 
'Welles (Citizen Kn.ne, 1 941)  and Woody Allen (Annie 
Hall, 1 977), emerged as winners in the writing sweep
stakes: Emma Thompson (Sense and Sensibility, 1995); 
Billy Bob Thornton (Sling Blade, 1 996); and Ben Af
fleck and Matt Damon (Good Will Hunting, 1 997) all 
won screenwriting Oscars. In 2005, an actor, Dan Fut
terman, wowed both reviewers and movie-goers with 
his non-fiction adaptation script for Capote. At the end 
of the 1 990s, Tom Stoppard (Shakes peaTe in Love, 1 998) 
and John Irving (The Cide1' House Rules, 1 999) brought 
acclaim back to playwrights and novelists. 

The screenwriter's gravest examination of the pro
fession's generic identity crisis can surely be found in 
the script for director Spike Jonze's film Adaptation 
(2002). Ostensibly a work based on a non-fiction book 
by Susan Orlean, tllis wildly creative movie seems, in 
fact, to profess the true madness of its writer, Charlie 
Kau&nan (Being John Malkovich), whose feelings of 
inadequacy are tattooed on every frame. The clever 
device-both literary and cinematic-that Kau&nan 
conjures up to objectify his position is an immensely 
commercially successful script-writing twin, Donald 
Kau&nan. By contrast, Charlie, the poor "insecure" 
schlub, can get no respect from anyone in Hollywood. 
Ultimately, Charlie Kaufman and his fictional brother 
Donald were bOtll nominated for real Oscars. And 
neither won. 

Salines: Chandler: Law' Novels & Othe,. W,'itings; Cine11lal1ia 

97; David Thomson's New Biographical Dictiol1ll7J o/Fih,,; Ira 

Konigsberg's C01llplete Fil1ll Dictionll7J; Academy Awards 

Web site; imdb.com. 
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awful. She had her back turned I went around in front of her: You know what 
I was doing? She turned hel' back I went a1'ound in front of her the rain 
creeping into the mud flatting her bodice through her dress it smelled horrible. 
I was hugging her that's what I was doing. She turned her back I went 
around in front of he1': I was hugging her I tell you. I don 't give a damn what 
you were doing. 7 

4. Dramatic or Objective Point of View. We are not conscious of a narra
tor, for the author does not comment on the action but simply describes 
the scene, telling us what happens and what the characters say, so we get a 
feeling of being there, observing the scene as we would in a play. This is 
also known as the concealed, or effaced, narrat07' point of view. Here it is seen 
in the opening paragraphs of "The Killers," by Ernest Hemingway: 

The door of HeillY's lunchroom opened and two men came in. They 
sat down at the counter. 

"What's yours?" George asked them. 
"I don't know," one of the men said. "What do you want to eat, AI?" 
"I don't know," said AI. "I don't know what I want to eat." 
Outside it was getting dark. The street light came on outside the 

window. The two men at the counter read the menu. From the other 
end of the counter Nick Adams watched them. He had been talking to 
George when they came in. 

"I'll have a roast pork tenderloin with apple sauce and mashed 
potatoes," the first man said. 

"It isn't ready yet." 
"What the hell do you put it on the card for?" 
"That's the dinner," George explained. "You can get that at six o' clock." 
George looked at the clock on the wall behind the counter. "It's five 

o' clock." 
"The clock says twenty minutes past five," the second man said. 
"It's twenty minutes fast." 
"Oh, to hell with the clock," the first man said. "What have you got 

to eat?"g 

The dramatic or objective point of view is the only literary viewpoint that 
can be directly translated into cinema. Few if any novels, however, are 
written from the strict dramatic point of view, because it requires so much 
of the reader's concentration; the reader must infer between the lines for 
significance or meaning. TIllS viewpoint is usually restricted to short stories. 

Third-Person Point of View: Challenges 

Omniscient, third-person limited, and stream of consciousness points of view 
all stress the thoughts, concepts, or reflections of a character-elements that 



are difficult to depict cinematically. These points of view have no natural cine
matic equivalents. George Bluestone discusses this problem in Novels into Film: 

The rendition of mental states-memory, dream, imagination-cannot be as ade
quately represented by film as by language . . . .  The film, by arranging external 
signs for our visual perception, or by presenting us with dialogue, can lead us to 
infel' thought. But it carulOt show us thought directly. It can show us characters 
thinking, feeling, and speaking, but it cannot show us their tllOughts and feelings. 
A film is not thought; it is perceived.9 

The usual solution to such problems is to ignore the novel's point of view, ig
nore the prose passages stressing thought or reflection, and simply duplicate 
the most dramatic scenes. However, the prose passages and the point of view 
often constitute much of the novel's essence. This means that filmmakers can
not always capture a novel's essence cinematically. They can attempt to suggest 
thoughts, emotions, and moods through cinematic elements-through the ac
tors' expressions and gestures, through the mise-en-scene, through music, and 
through dialogue. These make for a different, but not necessarily diminished, 
experience than the story or novel. 

First-Person Point of View: Challenges 

The first-person point of view has no true cinematic equivalent. The com
pletely consistent use of the subjective camera (a camera that records every
thing from the point of view of a participant in the action) does not work 
effectively in film. Even if it did, the cinematic subjective point of view is not 
really equivalent to the literary first-person viewpoint. The subjective camera 
lets us feel that we are involved in the action, seeing it through a participant's 
eyes. But the literary first-person point of view does not equate reader with 
participant. Instead, the narrator and the reader are two separate entities. The 
reader listens while the first-person narrator tells the story. 

In novels with a first-person point of view, such as Mark Twain's Huckle
ben) Finn and ]. D.  Salinger'S The Catchel' in the Rye, the reader has an intimate 
relationship with the narrator, who tells the story as a participant in the action. 
The writer speaks directly to the reader and forms emotional ties with him or 
her. The reader feels that he or she knows the narrator, that they are intimate 
friends. This bond between narrator and reader is much closer than any tie that 
a remote, unseen director-who shows the story through pictures-might 
strive to create with a viewer. The intimacy of the warm, comfortable relation
ship between a first-person narrator and reader can rarely be achieved in film, 
even with the help of voice-over narration. 

Furthermore, the unique personality of the narrator is often extremely im
portant in the first-person novel. Much of this personality, however, may be im
possible to show in action or dialogue, for it is the aspect of personality revealed 
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by the way the narrator tells a story, not the way the narrator looks, acts, or 
speaks in dialogue, that comes across in the novel. This quality, which would 
certainly be missing from the film, might be called the narrat01''s essence, a quality 
of personality that gives a certain flair or flavor to the narrative style and that, 
though essential to the tone of the book, cannot really be translated into film. 

Consider, for example, the verbal flow of Holden Caulfield's first-person 
narration from The Catcher in the Rye: 

Where I want to start telling is the day I left Pencey Prep. Pencey Prep is this 

school that's in Agerstown, Pennsylvania. You probably heard of it. You've proba
bly seen the ads, anyway. They advertise in about a thousand magazines, always 
showing some hotshot guy on a horse jumping over a fence. Like as if all you ever 
did at Pencey was play polo all the time. I never once saw a horse anywhere near 
the place. And underneath the guy on the horse's picture, it always says: "Since 
1888 we have been molding boys into splendid, clear-thinking young men." 
Strictly for the birds. They don't do any damn more molding at Pencey tlnn they 
do at any other school. And I didn't know anybody there that was splendid and 
clear thinking at all. Maybe two guys. If that many. And they probably came to 
Pencey that way. 10  

It is virtually impossible to imagine a film version of The Catchel' in the Rye with
out a great deal of voice-over narration running throughout the film. Although 
such approaches have been tried in film (in adaptations of Nick Hornby's High 
Fidelity and Henry Miller's Tropic ofCance1; for example), for the most part film
makers avoid the extensive use of this device because it interferes with the 
illusion of naturalism (Figure 1 3 .4). 

One fairly successful attempt in which the flavor of the first-person narra
tor was suggested by the voice-over narration was To Kill a Mockingbird. The 
voice-over, however, was used with restraint, so that the feeling of unnatural
ness that often results when someone tells us a story while we are watching it 
unfold was avoided. And the personality of the narrator here was not as unique 
as Holden Caulfield's in The Catcher in the Rye or that of Miller's narrator in 
Tropic of Cancer, so the burden of style and tone did not rest so much on the nar
rator's verbal essence. Especially in films that come from original scripts rather 
than novels, voice-over narration is best used only as a method for conveying 
style and the tone of personality (as in the case of Taxi Driver, Days of Heaven, 
and The Opposite of Sex; see Chapter 8). 

The Problem of Length and Depth 

Because of the rather severe limitations imposed on the length of a film and on 
the amount of material it can successfully treat, a film is forced to suggest pic
torially a great many things that a novel can explore in more depth. Novelist! 
screenwriter William Goldman sums up the problem this way: 



FIGURE 13.4 Sustained "Fourth Wall"-Breaking Voice-Over In Stephen Frears' High 
Fidelity, the protagonist, a record store proprietor played by John Cusack, spends m uch of 

his time bursting through what, in theater, is cal led the "fourth wa l l . "  Frequently, through

out the movie, he looks stra ight into the camera and speaks directly to the audience

sometimes, even, while he is simultaneously carrying on a conversation with another of 

the narrative's characters. 

VVhen people say, "Is it like the book?" the answer is, "There has never in the his
tory of the world been a movie that's really been like the book." Everybody says 
how faithful Gone witb tbe Wind was. Well, Gone witb tbe Wind was a t1u·ee-and-a
half-hour movie, which means you are talking about maybe a two-hundred-page 
screenplay of a nine-hundred-page novel in which the novel has, say, five hundred 
words per page; and the screenplay has maybe forty, maybe sixty, depending on 
what's on the screen, maybe one hundred and fifty words per page. But you're tak
ing a little, teeny slice; you're just extracting little, teeny essences of scenes. All you 
can ever be in an adaptation is faitllful in spirit. i i  

At best, the film version can capture a small fraction of the novel's depth. It is 
doubtful that it can ever capture much of what lies beneath the surface. The 
filnunaker, nevertheless, must attempt to suggest the hidden material. The film
maker's task is eased a bit if he or she can assume that viewers have read the 
novel. But we still must accept the fact that some dimensions of the novel are 
inaccessible to film. 

A long novel creates an interesting dilemma: Should the filmmaker be sat
isfied with doing only part of the novel, dramatizing a single action that can be 
thoroughly treated within cinematic limits? Or should the filmmaker attempt 
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to capture a sense of the whole novel by hitting the high points and leaving the 
gaps unfilled? If the latter strategy is attempted, complex time and character 
relationships may wind up being implied rather than clearly stated. Usually 
the filmmaker must limit not only the depth to which a character can be ex
plored but also the actual number of characters treated. This limitation may 
give rise to the creation of composite characters, embodying the plot functions 
of two or more characters from the novel in one film character. Furthermore, 
in adapting a long novel to film, complex and important subplots might have 
to be eliminated. Generally, then, the shorter the novel, the better are the 
chances for effective adaptation to the screen. Many short stories have been 
translated into film with little or no expansion. (To many readers/viewers, 
John Huston's adaptation of James Joyce's "The Dead" seems exemplary. Even 
with short stories, though, the sense of loss in film adaptation can be great, as 
the short story-to-film video series The American Short Story repeatedly dem
onstrates.) Occasionally, a very popular but superficial novel will become the 
source for a much more substantial film, such as The Bridges of Madison County. 

Philosophical Reflections 

Often, the most striking passages in a novel are those in which we sense an 
inner movement of the author's mind toward some truth of life and are aware 
that our own mind is being stretched by his or her contemplation and reflec
tion. Such passages do not stress external action but rather lead to an internal 
questioning of the meaning and significance of events, taking the reader on a 
kind of cerebral excursion into a gray world where the camera cannot go (Fig
ure 1 3 .5) .  The following passage from Robert Penn Warren's novel All the 
King's Men, for example, could not be effectively treated in film: 

Two hours later, I was in my car and Burden's Landing was behind me, and the 
bay, and windshield wipers were making their busy little gasp and click like some
thing inside you which had better not stop. For it was raining again. The drops 
swung and swayed down out of the dark into my headlights like a bead portiere 
of bright metal beads which the car kept shouldering through. 

There is nothing more alone than being in a car at night in the rain. I was in 
the car. And I was glad of it. Between one point on the map and another point on 
the map, there was the being alone in the car in the rain. They say you are not 
you except in terms of relation to other people. If there weren't any other people 
there wouldn't be any you, and not being you or anything, you can really lie back 
and get some rest. It is a vacation from being you. There is only the flow of the 
motor under your foot spinning that frail thread of sound out of its metal gut like 
a spider, that filament, that nexus, which isn't really there, between the you which 
you have just left in one place and the you which you will be when you get to the 
other place. 



F IGURE 1 3.5 All the King's Men ( 1 949}-Change of Focus Beca use Robert Penn 

Warren's powerful  novel centers on a fi rst-person narrator addicted to phi losophical reflec

tion, Robert Rossen's f i lm version shifts its focus to the man of action, pol itician Willie Stark 

(Broderick Crawford). 

You ought to invite those two you's to the same party some time. Or you might 
have a family reunion for all the you's with barbecue under the trees. It would be 
amusing to know what they would say to each other. 

But meanwhile, there isn't either one of them, and I am in the car in the rain 
at night. 12 

Because All the King's Men is full of such passages, this one could not be sin
gled out for treatment in voice-over narration. It is also highly improbable that 
the dramatic scene described here (the narrator, Jack Burden, driving alone in 
the rain at night) could suggest his thoughts even to a viewer who had read the 
novel. 

W'hen a visual image in a novel is more closely related to a philosophical 
passage and serves as a trigger to a reflection, there is a greater probability that 
the filmmaker will be able to suggest the significance of the image to those who 
have read the novel, but even this is by no means certain. The first of the fol
lowing two passages from All the King's Men gives us a rather clear visual image 
and could be effectively treated on film. The second is primarily the narrator's 
reflection on the significance of the visual image and could at best be only sug
gested in a film: 
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In a settlement named Don Jon, New Mexico, I talked to a man propped against 
the shady side of the filling station, enjoying the only patch of shade in a hundred 
miles due east. He was an old fellow, seventy-five if a day, with a face like sun
brittled leather and pale-blue eyes under the brim of a felt hat which had once 
been black. The only thing remarkable about him was the fact that while you 
looked into the sun-brittled leather of the face, which seemed as stiff and devital
ized as the hide on a mummy's jaw, you would suddenly see a twitch in the left 
cheek, up toward the pale-blue eye. You would think he was going to wink, but he 
wasn't going to wink. The twitch was simply an independent phenomenon, unre
lated to the face or to what was behind the face or to anything in the whole tissue 
of phenomena which is the world we are lost in. It was remarkable, in that face, 
the twitch which lived that little life all its own. I squatted by his side, where he 
sat on a bundle of rags from which the handle of a tin skillet protruded, and lis
tened to him talk. But the words were not alive. What was alive was the twitch, 
of which he was no longer aware . . . .  

We rode across Texas to Shreveport, Louisiana, where he left me to try for north 
Arkansas. I did not ask him if he had learned tlle truth in California. His face had 
learned it anyway, and wore the final wisdom under the left eye. The face knew 
that the twitch was the live thing. Was all. But, having left that otherwise unre
markable man, it occurred to me, as I reflected upon the tlling which made him 
remarkable, that if the twitch was all, what was it that could know that twitch was 
all? Did the leg of the dead frog in the laboratory know that the twitch was all 
when you put the electric current through it? Did the man's face know about the 
twitch, and how it was all? Ah, I decided, tllat is the mystery. That is the secret 
knowledge. That is what you have to go to California to have a mystic vision to 
find out. That the twitch can know that the twitch is all. Then, having found 
that out, in the mystic vision, you feel clean and free. You are at one with the 
Great Twitch. 13 

Summarizing a Character's Past 

In the novel, when a character first appears, the novelist often provides us with 
a quick thumbnail sketch of his or her past, as illustrated by the summary of the 
origins and history of Billy, the deaf-mute boy from Larry McMurtry's novel 
The Last Picture Sh07V: 

While the boys worked Sam stood by the stove and warmed his aching feet. He 
wished Sonny weren't so reckless economically, but there was nothing he could do 
about it. Billy was less of a problem partly because he was so dumb. Billy's real 
father was an old railroad man who had worked in Thalia for a short time just be
fore the war: his mother was a deaf and dumb girl who had no people except an 
aunt. The old man cornered the girl in the balcony of the picture show one night 
and begat Billy. The sheriff saw to it that the old man married the girl, but she 



FIGURE 1 3.6 Character 

Without a Past Sam Bot

toms as Bil ly, the deaf-mute 

boy in The Last Picture Show. 

died when Billy was born and he was raised by the family of Mexicans who helped 
the old man keep the railroad track repaired. After the war the hauling petered 
out and the track was taken up. The old man left and got a job bumpi11g cars on a 
stockyards track in Oklahoma, leaving Billy with the Mexicans. They hung around 
for several more years, piling prickly pear and grubbing mesquite, but then a man 
from Plainview talked them into moving out there to pick cotton. They snuck off 
one morning and left Billy sitting on the curb in front of the picture show. 

From then on, Sam the Lion took care of him. Billy learned to sweep, and he 
kept all three of Sam's places swept out: in return he got his keep and also, every 
single night, he got to watch the picture show. He always sat in the balcony, his 
broom at his side: for years he saw every show that came to Thalia and so far as 
anyone knew, he liked them all. He was never known to leave while the screen 
was lit. 14 

McMurtry summarizes a character's whole background in two brief paragraphs. 
In the film version, no background on Billy is provided whatsoever (Figure 13 .6). 
Such information could not be worked into the film's dialogue without bring
ing in an outsider, some character who didn't know Billy, to ask about his past. 
But having characters spend a great deal of time talking about the backgrounds 
of other characters does not make for good cinema-it becomes too static, too 
talky. The only alternative is to dramatize such paragraphs visually. But this 
type of material not only lacks the importance to justify such treatment but 
would have to be forced into the main plot structure in a very unnatural maImer. 
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The kind of background information that the novelist gives in the passages 
above is simply not suited to a natural cinematic style, and the background of 
many film characters therefore remains a mystery. Because novels can and do 
provide this kind of information, they possess a depth in characterization that 
films usually lack. 

The Challenge of Summarizing Events 

Film is capable of making clear transitions from one time period to another and 
suggesting the passage of time, but it is not as effective as literature in filling in 
the events between the two periods. In All the King's Men, Robert Penn Warren 
summarizes seventeen years of a woman's life in two of the novel's 602 pages; 
this summary could make an entire film by itself if treated in detail. As you read 
Warren's summary, consider the challenge it would present to a filmmaker who 
needed to present this information in a few moments only: 

As for the way Anne Stanton went meanwhile, the story is short. After two years 
at the refined female college in Virginia, she came home. Adam by this time was 
in medical school up East. Anne spent a year going to parties in the city, and got 
engaged. But nothing came of it. After awhile there was another engagement, but 
something happened again. By this time Governor Stanton was nearly an invalid, 
and Adam was studying abroad. Anne quit going to parties . . . .  She stayed at 
home with her father, giving him his medicine, patting his pillow, assisting the 
nurse, reading to him . . .  , holding his hand in the summer twilights or in the 
winter evenings . . . .  It took him seven years to die. After the governor had 
died . . .  Anne Stanton lived in the house fronting the sea, with only the company 
of Aunt Sophonisba, . . .  an old colored woman . . . .  Then Aunt Sophonisba died, 
too, and Adam came back from abroad, loaded with academic distinctions and fa
natically devoted to his work. Shortly after his return, Anne moved to the city to 
be near him. By this time she was pushing thirty. 

She lived alone in a small apartment in the city. Occasionally she had lunch 
with some woman who had been a friend of her girlhood but who now inhabited 
another world. Occasionally she went to a party, at the house of one of the women 
or at the country club. She became engaged for a third time, this time to a man 
seventeen or eighteen years older than she, a widower with several children, a 
substantial lawyer, a pillar of society . . . .  But she did not marry him. More and 
more, as the years passed, she devoted herself to sporadic reading . . .  and to work 
without pay for a settlement house and an orphanage. She kept her looks very well 
and continued, in a rather severe way, to pay attention to her dress . . . .  Occasion
ally in a conversation she seemed to lose track and fall into self-absorption, to 
start up overwhelmed by embarrassment and unspoken remorse. Occasionally, 
too, she practiced the gesture of lifting her hands to her brow, one on each side, 
the fingers just touching the skin or lifting back the hair, the gesture of a delicate 
distraction. She was pushing thirty-five. But she could still be good company. IS 



FIGURE 13.7 Cinematic Past Tense In Little Big Man, Dustin Hoffman was made u p  to 

look 121 years old to portray Jack Crabb, the sole survivor of Custer's Last Stand. As the 

film begins, the old man is being interviewed by a historia n .  As Crabb recounts his adven

tures, the film flashes back to scenes from his youth like this one, in which Faye Dunaway is 

bathing the young Crabb. 

Literary Past Tense Versus Cinematic Present Tense 

Regardless of the point of view, most novels are written in the past tense, giving 
the reader a definite sense that the events happened in the past and are now 
being remembered and recounted. For the novelist there is a distinct advantage 
to using the past tense. It gives a clear impression that the novelist has had time 
to think about the events, measure their importance, reflect on their meaning, 
and understand their relationship to one another. 

In contrast, even though a film may be set in the past or take us into the past 
by way of flashback, a film unfolds before our eyes, creating a strong sense of pres
ent time, of a here-and-now experience. The events in a film are not things that 
once happened and are now being remembered and recalled-they are happening 
right now as we watch. Various techniques have been employed to overcome this 
limitation. Special filters have been used to create a sense of a past time, as with the 
Rembrandt effect in The Taming of the Shrew, the hazy and rather faded memory 
images from Summer of '42, or the sepia-tone snapshot stills in Butch Cassidy and 
the Sundance Kid and Bonnie and Clyde. In Little Big Man, voice-over narration is 
used to capture the past tense, the sense of experience remembered: the main 
character recalls significant events of his long life (Figure 13.7). Lord ofUl{tr begins 
and ends with Nicolas Cage, as an international arms dealer, speaking directly to 

the camera while he contemplates his career and his life. 
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Another important distinction is the amount of time a reader spends in ex
periencing a novel versus the amount of time a viewer spends in watching a 
film. If the novel is long, readers may linger in its world for days or even weeks. 
They can control the pace and stretch the experience out as much as they like; 
they can even reread passages that interest them. And readers can take time out 
from the reading process, stopping or freezing the novel's flow to reflect on the 
writer's ideas at a certain point. In film, however, the pace is predetermined. 
The visual flow, the sparkling stream of images moves on. Beautiful images, 
significant truths, strong lines of dialogue cannot be replayed. Thus, the very 
quickness with which a film sweeps by-its quality of cinematic restlessness
distinguishes it from the novel. (Of course, segments of a film can be replayed 
on a V CR, laserdisc, or DVD player, but breaking the visual flow significantly 
alters tl1e viewing experience.) 

Other Factors Influencing Adaptations of Fiction 

Commercial considerations play a role in determining whether and how a novel 
is made into a film. A best-seller witl1 a built-in audience makes an attractive 
project for film producers. It will also influence the filmmaker's approach to the 
adaptation-if filmmakers know tl1at much of their audience will be coming to 
the film as loyal fans of tl1e book, they are likely to aim for a close adaptation. 
Creative tampering with the plot will be kept to a minimum, and the most im
portant characters will be left unchanged and carefully cast. In the best adapta
tions, no matter how well known the source, tl1e director will attempt to capture 
the overall emotional spirit or tone of tl1e literary work. If creative and selective 
choices reflect a true understanding and appreciation of the novel or short story, 
the filmmaker can remind viewers who have read the book of the rich emotional 
and philosophical material beneath the surface and make them feel its presence. 
Outstanding films, such as Tbe Englisb Patient, Tbe Wodd Acc07rding to Carp, Tbe 
Sweet HeTeafter, and Sideways (Figure 13 .8), may even be able to suggest to those 
who haven't read tl1e book the meaning that lies beneath the surface. 

Some filmmakers seem to assume tl1at very few filmgoers will know the 
novel. These filmmakers disregard the basic spirit of the novel in adapting it to 
film, thus destroying tl1e film completely for tl10se familiar with tl1e book. In 
such cases, the film must be judged as a completely distinct work of art. This 
type of film, a very loose adaptation, actually may be better suited to the 
medium than is tl1e close adaptation. Ironically, a loose adaptation may seem a 
better film to those who are not familiar with tl1e novel than to those who have 
read and loved it. Thus, a viewer who read the book before seeing the film may 
have a distinct advantage when the film depends on the viewer's knowledge of 
the book. But when the filmmaker so deviates from the essence of the novel as 
to create an entirely different work, reading the novel before seeing the film is 



FIGURE 1 3.8 See the Book, Read the Movie The film The Sweet Hereafter indepen

dently manages to capture the essential spirit of Russell Banks's emotional ly-charged 

novel-even though screenwriter/director Atom Egoyan jettisoned the immensely 

"cinematic" ending of the literary work and added a very "literary" device to the movie. 

In this scene, a central character, babysitter Nicole Burnell  (Sarah Pol ley), reads Robert 

Browning's "The Pied Piper of Hamelin" as a bedtime story to her charges. 

a real disadvantage for the viewer. Already familiar with the novel, the filmgoer 
will not be able to judge the film as a film without preconceived notions. 

It is sometimes advantageous, then, to see the film before reading the book. 
The film may aid our visual imagination, and we may later read the novel with 
relatively clear-cut ideas of how the characters look and sound. And certainly if 
the film is less successful in its own language than its novel source, then such a 
choice may be wise. For instance, one should probably experience Clint East
wood's movie version of Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil before reading 
the immensely popular nonfiction novel upon which it is based. On the other 
hand, seeing a film first may restrict much of our imaginative participation in 
reading the book; our brains lock in the screen's particular images of the book's 
characters forever. 

ADAPTATI ONS OF PLAYS 

The similarity between the film adaptation of a play and the play itself is likely 
to be greater than the similarity between the film adaptation of a novel and the 
novel itself. The problems of length and point of view are minimized. The 
actual running time for a play (not including time between acts or scenes) is 
seldom longer than three hours. Although some cutting for the film version 
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generally occurs and some selectivity and change may be apparent to viewers 
who saw the play on the stage, these changes are usually not drastic. 

Differences in point of view result from the fact that theatergoers are 
bound to a single point of view because they must stay in their seats and watch 
the stage. In contrast, the film version, like a novel, can spirit viewers back and 
forth from one of the four cinematic viewpoints (see pages 126-13 3 )  to another 
so that they see the action from a variety of physical positions. Through the use 
of close-ups, the filmmaker can give us a sense of physical and emotional close
ness and of being involved in the action. Elia Kazan describes the power of the 
close-up during his transition from stage to film directing: 

[T]he camera is not only a recording device but a penetrating instrument. It looks 
into a face, not at a face. Can this kind of effect be achieved on stage? Not nearly! 
A camera can even be a microscope. Linger, enlarge, analyze, study. It is a very 
subtle instrument, can make any face heavier, leaner, drawn, flushed, pale, jolly, 
depraved, saintly . . . .  The close-up underlines tlle emotional content. There is no 
technique on stage to match it except an exaggerated hot light or bringing an 
actor downstage and turning him or her straight out to the audience . 

. . . But above all it keeps the story's progress clear. We see in close-up that a 
person is undecided: the "tight shot" shows the indecision on the person's face, we 
can read it as clearly as if it were spelled out in words-but with all the values of 
ambivalence. Then we see the decision being made and the new course of action 
taken. Except for tllat close-up, the change of intent or direction would be inex
plicable. Because of it, the progression of the story, the "inner line," is kept clear. 16 

This kind of closeness can sometimes be achieved in the small or intimate the
ater, but the point of view and the physical distance between theatergoer and 
actors remain essentially the same throughout the play. 

In both media the director is able to comment on or interpret the action for 
the audience, but the film director probably has more options and techniques 
available for expressing subjective and interpretive views. Stage directors must 
rely primarily on lighting for these effects; screen directors have at their com
mand additional techniques such as fast motion, slow motion, distorting lenses, 
changes from sharp to soft focus, and music. Some carry-over exists between 
the two media, however, for some stage productions simulate certain cinematic 
effects. For example, a flashing strobe light on actors in motion gives the effect 
of the fast, jerky motion of the early silent comedies and is used by stage direc
tors to create this effect. 

Structural Divisions 

Unlike films, plays have clear-cut structural divisions-acts or scenes-that in
fluence the positioning of peaks of dramatic power and intensity. The end of an 



act may build to a roaring emotional peak, setting up a strong dramatic echo to 
carry over into the next act. Film has sequences, which roughly correspond to 
acts in plays, but one continuous sequence flows smoothly into the next. Some
times there are similarities even here, however, for the freeze frame gives a se
quence a sense of ending much as the conclusion of an act might do. The 
cinematic device also approximates the effect of the tableau, a technique in 
which actors onstage held dramatic postures for a few seconds before the cur
tain fell in order to etch the scene deeply in the audience's memory. 

Such structural divisions may in some cases work well in both media, but 
sometimes the end of a stage act builds up to a pitch that is too high for a cin
ema sequence, where its power would seem unnatural or out of place. Percep
tive critics spot such problems. Renata Adler described them in her review of 
The Lion in Winter: "The film is far too faithful to the play. It divides neatly into 
acts, has a long sag in the middle, is weakest in its climaxes."l? Neil Simon, who 
adapts his own plays for the screen, describes the difference this way: 

The curtain doesn't come down; and there are no particular breaks-but it does 
have a rhythm of its own. You set up the problem, which is the first act; the sec
ond act is the complication of the problem; and the third act is the working out of 
the problem. So it has to have a certain harmony to it, like a piece of music; but I 
don't have to look for a curtain line in a screenplay as I would with a play. 18 

Sense of Space 

The change most certain to occur in a film adaptation of a play is the breaking 
out of the tight confining physical bonds and limitations imposed by the stage 
setting. Some kind of movement in space is almost essential to film, and to keep 
the image moving, the filmmaker usually expands the concepts of visual space 
involved (Figure 13.9). He or she may find some excuse to get the action moved 
outdoors for a while at least or may decide to introduce as much camera move
ment and as many editorial cuts between different viewpoints as possible to 
keep the image alive. 

In The Sound of Music screenwriter Ernest Lehman found himself with a 
special problem. The "Do, Re, Mi" song had been performed on the stage in its 
entirety in the living-room set and ran a total of 11 Y2 minutes. Knowing that a 
sequence of this length confined in a room would create a claustrophobic ef
fect, Lehman wrote it as a montage sequence, cutting to various locations with 
the children in different costumes as the song progressed. The impression thus 
created was that the sequence covered a period of weeks. This solution also 
made it more convincing that Maria had established a better relationship with 
tl1e children. Some of the children had obviously grown to like her during the 
montage. An additional bonus was that director Robert Wise was able to use 
some of the beautiful scenery around Salzburg. 
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FIGURE 1 3.9 "Opening Up" a Famous Play The 2002 movie The Importance of 

Being Earnest (starring Reese Witherspoon and Rupert Everett) insisted u pon taking its 

characters and action outside the confined sets of Oscar Wilde's best comic drama. Director 

Oliver Parker's version of "natu re" is pretty to see, but it may manage to help distract many 

viewers from the playwright's brilliant d ialogue and tone. 

In the film version of Wbo� Afraid oJ Vi1'ginia Woolf? Mike Nichols moved 
the camera about constantly, dollying it down hallways and around corners for 
cinematic effect. He also extended space by adding tlle scene in the roadhouse, 
which required a wild car ride to get tllere and back (in the play, tllis scene was 
confined to tlle living-room set). The film of Long Day� Jozwney Into Nigbt did 
not go to such extremes, but it employed camera movement and editing to keep 
the image alive in what was a very confining set-down to the final set-up. Sid
ney Lumet observes that, in the playwright's work, 

[t]he characters are on a downward spiral of epic, tragic proportions. To me, Long 
Day's Journey defies definition. One of the nicest things that ever happened to me 
happened on that picture: the last shot. The last shot of the movie is of Katharine 
Hepburn, Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards, and Dean Stockwell sitting around a 
table. Each is lost in his or her own addictive fantasy, the men from booze, Mary 
Tyrone from morphine. A distant lighthouse sweeps its beam across the room 
every forty-five seconds. The camera pulls back slowly, and the walls of the room 
gradually disappear. Soon the characters are sitting in a black limbo, getting tinier 
and tinier as the light sweeps across them. Fade out. After he saw the movie, Jason 
told me that he had read a letter of Eugene O'Neill's in which he describes his 
image of his family "sitting in blackness, arOlU1d the table-top of the world." I 
hadn't read that letter. My heart leapt with happiness. That's what happens when 
you let the material tell you what it's about. But the material had better be great. 19 



FIGURE 13.1 0  Characters on a Powder Keg The tightly confined set of Who's Afraid 

of Virginia Woolf? makes the psychological confl icts especia l ly explosive. 

Such changes may alter a play's total effect significantly. Narrowly confined, 
restricted movement in a play may serve a powerful dramatic end. By keeping 
the physical action and movement static, by narrowing the physical boundaries 
in which the characters operate and bottling up tl1e dramatic scene, tl1e director 
is often able to intensify the conflict. Dramatic tension created by psychological 
conflicts and developed through verbal means often seems more potentially ex
plosive when its physical setting is narrow and confined (Figure 13 .10). In the 
stage version of Virginia Woolf the guests, Nick and Honey, are virtual prisoners 
in the home of George and Martlu. The narrow confines of tl1e set stress tl1eir 
trapped feeling. Although tl1e trip to the roadhouse in tl1e film version adds a 
cinematic quality, it also relaxes the tension of confinement to some degree. 

Film is simply better and more naturally suited to action and movement, 
the kind provided by physical conflicts on an epic scale. The restless need for 
motion built into the film medium makes it difficult to cope witl1 static, con
fined dramatic tension. Film builds its tension best through rhytlunic physical 
action and especially by physical movement toward resolution. Film is also bet
ter equipped to portray physical conflict than the stage. Camera angles, sound 
effects, and the ability to draw the viewer into close emotional involvement 
make a fistfight on film much more real than it could ever appear onstage. 
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FIGURE 13.11 Cinematic Shakespeare Olivia Hussey as Ju l iet and Leonard Whiting 

as Romeo in a scene from Franco Zeffirelli's version of Romeo and Juliet (left). Kenneth 

Branagh (shown with Derek Jacobi and Julie Christie) in his uncut Hamlet (1996). 

Film Language Versus Stage Language 

Film dialogue differs from stage dialogue. Generally, film dialogue is simpler 
than that used on the stage. Language that is too refined, too elaborate, and 
too poetic is generally out of place and unnatural in film. Poetic dialogue is 
usually better suited to the stage. If film is to speak poetically, it must do so not 
with words but with its primary element-the image. Director Nicholas Ray 
observed: 

In the theatre, words are eighty to eighty-five percent of the importance of what is 
happening to you for your comprehension. In film, words are about twenty per
cent. It's a different figure, but it's almost an opposite ratio. For the words are only 
a little bit of embroidery, a little bit of lacework. 2o 

Because the visual image carries so much more weight in film than on the stage, 
much that might require dialogue on the stage is shown pictorially in film. 
Filmmakers generally prefer to advance the action by showing what happens 
rather than by having someone-a character or narrator-tell what happens. 

Filmmakers who have attempted to bring Shakespeare to the screen have 
had to contend with works that are defined by their highly verbal and poetic 
texts. Director Baz Luhrmann chose to foreground the jarring differences be
tween poetic language and cinematic imagery in his surreal Romeo + Juliet. Di
rector Franco Zeffirelli offered a naturalistic version of the tragedy, capturing 
the spirit of Shakespeare's love story without using the entire text (Figure 13 .11). 
Actor/director Kenneth Branagh appears intent upon settling for no less than 
the integration of the fully cinematic and the literary in his Henry V, Much Ado 
About Nothing, Hamlet (unabridged), and Love's Labou1''s Lost. 



Stage Conventions Versus Cinema Conventions 

Certain conventions that are perfectly acceptable on tlle stage cannot always be 
reproduced cinematically. Among these is the Shakespearean soliloquy. In Sir 
Laurence Olivier's adaptation of Hamlet, for example, the "Frailty, thy name is 
woman" soliloquy is filmed in the following manner: Through some parts of the 
speech, Hamlet's face is pictured in tight close-up witllout lip movement while 
Olivier's voice speaks the lines on the sOlmdtrack as an interior monologue. At 
times, Hamlet's lips move, perhaps to show the intensity of his thought. What
ever the intention, the Shakespearean soliloquy, with its ornate, poetic language 
and structure, does not translate effectively as a cinematic interior monologue, 
and it seems equally artificial if done as it would be on tlle stage. Theatergoers 
accept, even expect, such artificiality. Generally, however, viewers of movies 
have been programmed to think of film as a more realistic medium. 

There is also the problem of whetller to leave space for laughter in the 
screen version of a comedy. On the stage, the actors can simply wait for laugh
ter to subside before resuming. But Neil Simon says that laughter is too unpre
dictable to leave space for it in the screenplay: 

Well, you can't really. First of all, you don't know when it's going to come. If you 
have ten people in the movie theater that day-as opposed to a thousand-and if 
you leave the space, that gap is going to seem like an hour because you won't get 
that kind of laughter. W hat I try to do is cover it with some sort of business. If 
you think something is a really big funny moment, it's always safe to cover it with 
something visual and not come in with another line right on top of it. 21 

Surrealistic and expressionistic stage sets also cause difficulties in translation 
to film. To some degree, tlley can be represented or suggested tllrough the use 
of special camera techniques, such as unusual camera angles and distorting 
lenses. But for the most part we expect the physical setting and background in 
film to be realistic. For example, today we would probably reject as noncine
matic the kind of distorted, expressionistic set used in The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 
made in 1919. If Caligari were remade, it would probably achieve its strange ef
fects solely through the use of special filters and distorting lenses (Figure 13 .12). 
Again, whereas the stage audience expects the stage set or some part of it to sug
gest or represent reality without being real, the modern film audience is condi
tioned to expect real settings and will accept no substitute. This observation is 
equally true of other aspects of stagecraft as they are translated into film. For ex
ample, when Peter Shaffer's Equus, a play about a disturbed stable boy who mu
tilates the eyes of horses, was produced on the stage, it utilized actors dressed in 
stylized wire armatures to represent its horses. But in Sidney Lumet's film ver
sion, real horses were thought necessary, and the effect of the violence shifted 
radically from mainly symbolic to horrifically realistic (Figure 13 .13). 
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FIGURE 1 3.12 Expressionistic Distortion of the Set Robert Wiene's The Cabinet of 

Dr. Caligari (1 919). 

FIGURE 1 3. 1 3  Real Horses In the film Equus, a stable boy (Peter Firth) is accused of 

blinding the horses in his ca re. Here, the animals a re very real; in the origina l  stage produc

tion on which the film is based, the horses were stylized and representational ,  formed of 

wire frames upon actors' bodies, and their effect on the audience was radical ly different. 



Other Changes 

Other types of change can be expected in an adaptation of a play. Even if the 
original stage actors of a successful play are available, the screen version may 
not feature them, either because some of the stage actors will not be convincing 
in front of the camera or because a bigger name is needed as a box-office attrac
tion. Thus, Audrey Hepburn was hired to play Eliza Doolittle in the film My 
Fair Lady, rather than the less-celebrated Julie Andrews (who, ironically, earned 
an Oscar within the year for her title role in Mary Poppins). KatllY Bates, when 
she was known mainly as an excellent stage actor, lost a central role in 'Night, 
Mothe1' to Sissy Spacek for the same reason and, later, a role in Frankie and 
Johnny to Michelle Pfeiffer for slightly different ones. At the time of Pfeiffer's 
casting, much was made in the press about the cruel employment contrast be
tween the brilliant but "stout" brunette stage actress and the miscast slender 
blonde movie star. Of course, Bates soon settled that score with an Oscar of her 
own for film acting in Mimy. 

In the past, the big-city theater audience was assumed to be more sophisti
cated than the nationwide movie audience, and changes to the play were made 
with this difference in mind. An effort was usually made to simplify the play in 
the film version, and harsh language was censored to some degree. Endings 
were even changed to conform to the expectations of the mass audience. The 
stage version of The Bad Seed (1956), for example, ends chillingly with little 
Rhoda, the beautiful but evil child-murderer who has killed at least tllree peo
ple, alive and well, still channing her naive and unsuspecting father. In the end
ing of the film version, Rhoda is struck by lightning; in this way the demands of 
the mass audience for poetic justice are satisfied (Figure 13 .14). Such changes, 
of course, are less frequent since the Motion Picture Rating System went into 
effect in the late 1960s. A modern version of The Bad Seed would probably keep 
Rhoda alive for a possible sequel. 

FROM FA CT TO FILM: REALITY TO MYTH 

Controversies about the factual or fictional nature of some films showcase an
other problem for the filmgoer, a problem similar in some ways to those pre
sented by adaptations of novels or plays. Whether Jerry Lee Lewis really torched 
a piano, as portrayed in Great Balls of Fin, is not an earthshaking question. But 
when events of recent history of a magnitude sufficient to be memorable to many 
people are twisted and distorted or ignored by filmmakers, the issue of factual ac
curacy versus creative license raises some genuine concern (Figure 13 .15). 

The mixture of fictional materials witll a factual background has always 
brought some confusion to filmgoers. As we noted in Chapter 1 1, President 
Woodrow Wilson was so impressed with D. W Griffith's The Birth of a Nation 
that he called it "history writ with lightning." Altllough Griffitll's story focused 
on the Civil War and its aftermath in the South during Reconstruction, he 
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F IGURE 13.14 Poetic Justice Sweet little Rhoda (Patty McCormack), shown here 

charm ing her mother (Nancy Kelly) in a scene from the film version of The Bad Seed, died 

at the end of the film but su rvived in the play. 

FIGURE 13.15 Perfectly True? In A Perfect Storm, director Wolfgang Petersen and 

screenwriter Bi l l  Wittliff transformed Sebastian Junger's speculative account of what hap

pened on the Andrea Gail fishing boat into a Hol lywood story. In the book, the boat's de

m ise is caused by forces outside the crew's control, but in  the movie, the men's actions 

lead to disaster. 



based his film on a sentimental and highly racist novel, The Clansman, and did 
not even attempt to pass it off as factual. Yet some of the devices he used to es
tablish the setting for certain scenes gave the film an aura of authenticity. For 
example, a still frame sets up a tableau of the South Carolina state legislature in 
session with the following detailed caption: 

The negro party in control of the State House of Representatives, Columbia, 
South Carolina. 101 blacks against 23 whites.-An historical facsimile of the ac
tual photographed scene. 

Alan Parker's Mississippi Burning takes its title from the official FBI file on 
the case that it portrays. Time critic Richard Corliss described the problem 
raised by Parker's approach to the subject: 

Mississippi Burning is a fiction based on fact; it invents characters and bends the 
real-life plot; it colors in the silhouette of events with its own fanciful strokes and 
highlights. In focusing on the agents, Parker and screenwriter Chris Gerolmo 
italicize the gumshoe heroism of white officials while downplaying the roles of 
black and white visionaries who risked, and sometimes lost, their lives to help 
fashion a free America. 

At issue is the freedom of a filmmaker-or any artist-to twist the facts as they 
are recalled, to shape the truth as it is perceived. May a movie libel the historical 
past? And has Mississippi Burning done so? Artistic liberty vs. social responsibility: 
the stakes are high. The memories are indelible. The battle lines are drawn. 22 

Similar charges of excessive cinematic license have been made against the 
adaptation of Sylvia Nasar's biography of John Forbes Nash, Jr., A Beautiful 
Mind. The filmmakers leave out significant aspects of Nash's life tl1at do not fit 
with their theme of the triumph of the human spirit or that paint a less tl1an 
sympathetic portrait of tl1eir hero. Writing for salon. com, critic Charles Taylor 
explains his objection to this kind of adaptation: 

"A Beautiful Mind" is a typical example of Hollywood's chickening out on chancy 
material, softening the edges of a story and characters, and shoehorning things 
into a tidy inspirational package . . . .  It's just not our emotions tl1at are being 
played on here, it's not just our intelligence being insulted because of Ron 
Howard and Akiva Goldman's presumption tl1at we won't have any interest in a 
character whom it's not always possible to like. It's John Nash's life, being turned 
into an Oscar machine and an easy way to jerk tears. 23 

When Robert Redford directed Quiz Show, he was "accused of hedging the 
truth to improve the story of tl1e movie and boost box office receipts." The 
film's critics charged that 

both the [real] game show and "Quiz Show" seem to dodge the trUtl1 and create 
clear heroes and villains for popularity's sake . . . .  
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From invented dialogue to fabricated court transactions, "Quiz Show" often 
takes broad dramatic license. Because the film uses the names of real people (some 
still living) and has been positioned by its makers as a righteous statement on 
ethics and morality, the "Quiz Show" deviations raise provocative questions about 
Hollywood's conscience-or its lack of one. 

"If Robert Redford had taken this movie and had changed the names, then 
I would have no argument," says Don Enright, whose father, Dan, produced 
"Twenty-One" and is vilified in "Quiz Show." 

"But as this movie sits, it is now a half-truth, and a half-truth is the blackest of 
lies, because it's based on fact and it's impossible to fight.

,,
24 

The real problem with films like Mississippi Burning, A Beautiful Mind, and 
Quiz Show is that the viewers have no way of knowing how the factual material 
has been handled or distorted. The confusion can be cleared up with the simple 
addition of a disclaimer. If films can protect themselves by declaring that the 
events and characters depicted are completely fictitious, they should perhaps be 
required to inform viewers of how fact and fiction are blended. A disclaimer 
shown before both episodes of the ABC miniseries Small Sacrifices (starring 
Farrah Fawcett) provides a clear solution to the problem (the story was based 
on the true stOlY of a mother convicted of shooting her three children): 

The following dramatization is based on the book Small Sacrifices by Ann Rule. It 
contains composite changes, name changes and the resequencing of events. Some 
dramatic license has been taken in the resequencing of events. 

Another approach is the disclaimer appearing before the opening credits for 
Walking Tall ( 1973): 

A motion picture suggested by certain events in the life of Buford Pusser, Sheriff 
of McNary County, Tennessee . . .  a living legend. 

Even though the parallels between Citizen Kane and the life of William Ran
dolph Hearst are obvious, Kane keeps enough distance from the Hearst story to 
qualify as a fictionalized biography: The names are changed; the mistress is an 
opera singer, not an actress; and so on. The RKO legal department, however, 
was concerned enough to insert the following disclaimer at the film's beginning: 

This is not the story of any man be he living or dead. This is the story of the 
power and su'ength which impels the lives of many great men seen through the 
eyes of little men. 

When Orson Welles learned of the statement, he was furious about its content 
(possibly because he had not written it) and replaced it with his own version: 

Citizen Kane is an examination of tlle personal character of a public man, a portrait 
according to tlle testimony of tlle intimates of his life. These, and Kane himself, 
are wholly fictitious. 



Later the disclaimer was dropped. 
Hoffa, which plays fast and loose with the disappearance of Jimmy Hoffa 

because nobody really knows what ultimately happened to the former Team
ster boss, includes an almost illegible disclaimer at dle end of the credits. How
ever, the holes in the factual record were important to Jack Nicholson in his 
performance. 

It's not a biography, it's a portrait, and there is a difference. Because no one really 
knows what happened to Hoffa, it gives you license to do a lot of guessing with 
other things too. I had a certain amount of license in my job as an actor to have an 
inside interpretation of the guy. 25 

It may be a bit more difficult to take liberties with the accepted facts about a 
personality with Mount Rushmore status, as the Merchant-Ivory team found 
with their release of Jefferson in Paris. 

Oliver Stone's JFK has seemed to many to be dle most arrogant of the fact
to-film efforts, largely because of dle docudrama techniques used (newsreel 
footage, excerpts from dle famous Zapruder film showing the assassination of 
dle president, and familiar real names of those involved in later investigations), 
a clear antigovernment bias, a far-fetched conspiracy theOlY, and dle lack of any 
kind of disclaimer. (Later, Stone's Nixon created a similar controversy.) Execzl
tive Action, a 1973 conspiracy film focusing on the many inconsistencies in the 
official explanation of the events in Dallas, used a beginning-of-the-film dis
claimer that would have made JFK more acceptable: 

Although much of this film is fiction, much of it is also based on documented 
historical fact. Did the conspiracy we described actually exist? We do not know. 
We merely suggest that it could have existed. 

Otherwise, however, JFK is much superior in its filmmaking to Executive Action, 
which is rated in Leonard Maltin's indispensable Movie & Video Guide as a 
"BOMB.

,,26 

We should approach any fact-based film with care, dlerefore, and not as
sume that everything on film represents the truth. At dle same time, however, 
we can take advantage of dle opportunities film presents to imagine the past 
and experience it through dle filmmaker's vision (Figure 13 .16). 

Sometimes, even fiction films must follow these necessities. Although di
rector Stephen Daldry's The HOZlTS is definitely not a nonfiction work, one of its 
three main characters (women from different times and environments during 
the twentieth century) attempts to recapture a factual person: Virginia Woolf, 
the celebrated English novelist and critic. Indeed, the most minute historical 
details of Woolf 's suicide in 1 941 are reproduced in both this film and in the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning novel from which it was adapted by the playwright 
David Hare. Michael Cunningham, the novel's author, took great literary care 
to honor the historical truth of Virginia Woolf 's death. But he also sought to 
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FIGURE 13. 1 6  Historical Accuracy With the exception of some too-modern exploding 

cannonbal ls, Glory has been praised as one of the most h istorica l ly  accurate Civil  War fi l ms. 

Denzel Washington,  pictured here, won an Academy Award as best supporting actor i n  that 

fi lm.  Likewise, Saving Private Ryan, starring Tom Hanks and Matt Damon, was considered to 

be meticulous in its depiction of the visual detai ls  of World War II. 

bring the texture of her thematic truth to the fictional characters he was in
spired to create by her extraordinary life and work. 

For most novelists, one witty contemporary American author once ob
served, the ideal relationship with filmmakers would involve a book's being 
"optioned" but never getting produced. In this scenario, of course, the novelist 
would receive considerable remuneration but would not have to endure the 
stereotypical pain of seeing his or her child displayed-cosmetically and even 
genetically altered-at the local multiplex. Upon watching the film version of 
his novel, though, Michael Cunningham was almost apologetic in his enthusi
astic embrace of the finished work. In an essay written for The New York Times 
when the film went into wide release in 2003, Cwmingham announced, "I find 
myself in an enviable if slightly embarrassing position as one of the only living 
American novelists happy about his experience in Hollywood." But he reached 
this conclusion only after examining the film with the vivid awareness of how it 



was couched in a language very different from that of his novel. When Cun
ningham had visited the set of the film, he had observed the work of Nicole 
Kidman (as Woolf), Julianne Moore, and Meryl Streep, and, as he tells us, he 

understood that what you lose in turning fiction into film-the ability to enter 
your characters' minds, and to scan their pasts for keys to their futures-can be 
compensated for by actors. You lose interiority. You gain Ms. Streep's ability to 
separate an egg with a furious precision that communicates more about [her char
acter's] history and present state of mind than several pages of prose might do. 
You gain Ms. Moore's face when she looks at her son with an agonizing mix of 
adoration and terror, knowing she will harm him no matter what she does. 

Actors, too, if they're this good, can introduce details you can't convey on 
paper, if only because by writing them down you'd render them too obvious. Ac
tors have the incidental at their disposal. Ms. Streep's [character] is stunningly 
complex, in part because she creates a whole person out of movements, expres
sions and inflections . . . .  If there's a way to do things like that on paper, I haven't 
found it . . . .  It's no wonder we love the movies as much as we doP 

Finally, any true twenty-first-century literature and movie lover would like 
to think it was no accident that, in the same issue of the Times containing this 
paean by Michael Cunningham, a similar essay by novelist Louis Begley ap
peared. In contrast to The Hours, a rather "faithful" film adaptation, About 
Schmidt, starring Jack Nicholson, radically transformed its source material. In 
tllis case, the filmmakers even transfigured the protagonist from a "fancy New 
York lawyer" to an Omaha actuary. Nevertheless, while noting the changes, 
Begley called his reaction to the film "atypically benevolent," observing that 
"for all the . . .  changes in the plot and milieu, my most important themes were 
treated with great intelligence and sensitivity . . . .  I was able to hear them rather 
like melodies transposed into a different key."28 

ANALYZING ADAPTATIONS 

On Adaptations of Novels 

After reading the novel, but before seeing the film, consider these questions con
cerning the novel. 

1. How well is the novel suited for adaptation to the screen? What natural cin
ematic possibilities does it have? 

2 .  Judged as a whole, does the novel come closer to stressing a sensuous and 
emotional rendering of experience (as in the Hemingway excerpts) or an 
intellectual analysis of experience (as in the James excerpt)? 

3. How essential is the author's verbal style to the spirit or essence of the novel? 
Could this verbal style be effectively translated into a pictorial style? 

4. What is the novel's point of view? What will necessarily be lost by translating 
the story into film? 
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5. If the novel is written from the first-person point of view (as told by a partici
pant in the action), how much of the spirit of the novel is expressed through 
the narrator's unique narrative style-that is, the particular flair or flavor built 
into his or her way of telling the story rather than the story itself? Could this 
verbal style be suggested through a minimum of voice-over narration on the 
soundtrack, so that the device would not seem unnatural? Is the feeling of a 
warm, intimate relationship between reader and narrator established by the 
novel, as though the story is being told by a very close friend? How could this 
feeling be captured by the film? 

6. Is the novel's length suited to a close adaptation, or must the novel be drasti
cally cut to fit the usual film format? Which choice would seem most logical 
for the filmmaker in adapting the novel: 
a. Should he or she try to capture a sense of the novel's wholeness by hitting 

the high points without trying to fill in all the gaps? What high points do 
you think must be dramatized? 

b. Should the filmmaker limit himself or herself to a thorough dramatization 
of just part of the novel? What part of the novel could be thoroughly 
dramatized to make a complete film? What part of the story or what sub
plots should be left out of the film version? 

7. How much of the novel's essence depends on the rendition of mental states: 
memories, dreams, or philosophical reflections? How effectively can the film 
version be expected to express or at least suggest these things? 

8. How much detail does the author provide on the origins and history of the 
characters? How much of this material can be conveyed cinematically? 

9. What is the total time period covered by the novel? Can the time period cov-
ered be adequately compressed into a normal-length film? 

After seeing the film version, reconsider your answers to the questions listed above, 
and also answer the following. 

10. Is the film version a close or a loose adaptation of the novel? If it is a loose 
adaptation, is the departure from the novel due to the problems caused 
by changing from one medium to another or by the change in creative 
personnel? 

1 1 . Does the film version successfully capture the spirit or essence of the novel? 
If not, why does it fail? 

1 2 .  What are the major differences between the novel and the film, and how can 
you explain the reasons for these differences? 

1 3 .  Does the film version successfully suggest meanings that lie beneath the sur
face and remind you of their presence in the novel? In which scenes is this 
accomplished? 

14. Did reading the novel enhance the experience of seeing the film, or did it take 
away from it? Why? 

1 5 .  How well do the actors in the film fit your preconceived notions of the char
acters in the novel? Which actors exactly fit your mental image of the charac
ters? How do the actors who don't seem properly cast vary from your mental 
image? Can you justify, from the director's point of view, the casting of tllese 
actors who don't seem to fit the characters in tlle novel? 



On Adaptations of Plays 

1. How does the film version differ from the play in its concept of physical space? 
How does this difference affect the overall spirit or tone of the film version? 

2. How cinematic is the film version? How does it use special camera and editing 
techniques to keep the visual flow of images in motion and to avoid the static 
quality of a filmed stage play? 

3.  What events that are only described in dialogue during the play does the film
maker show happening? How effective are these added scenes? 

4. Are the play's structural divisions (into acts and scenes) still apparent in the 
film, or does the film successfully blend these divided parts into a unified cin
ematic whole? 

5. What stage conventions employed in the play are not translatable into 
cinematic equivalents? What difficulties and changes does this bring about? 

6. How does the acting style of the film differ from that of the play? What factors 
account for these differences? 

7. What basic differences can be observed in the dialogue in the two versions? 
Are individual speeches generally longer in the play or in the film? In which 
version is the poetic quality of the language more apparent? 

8. What other important changes have been made in the film version? Can you 
justify these in terms of change in medium, change in creative personnel, or 
differences in moral attitudes and sophistication of the intended audience? 

From Fact to Film 

1. How does the film story differ from the true story or historical event on which 
it is based? 

2. Can these changes be justified for dramatic purposes? 
3. Do the changes significantly distort the essence of the story and the characters 

involved? How? 
4. Was any disclaimer provided to warn viewers that the film was not completely 

factual? Was there any reason for viewers to believe tlley were watching a com
pletely factual story? 

MINI-MOVIE EXERCISE 

Obtain a copy of Ernest Hemingway's early story "Hills Like White Elephants." 
It should be easy to locate in either its original publication source-the author's 
short fiction collection Men Without Women-or in anthologies of tlle author's 
work. 

After reading the exceedingly brief story several times, find and watch a 
videocassette version of the made-for-HBO film, directed by Tony Richardson 
(Tom Jones), that was based upon it. (The movie, part of a grouping of short 
films called Women &- Men: Stories of Seduction, has still not been made available 
on DVD; it stars James Woods and Melanie Griffith.) 

The screenwriters on this project were the married team of Joan Didion and 
John Gregory Dunne, who are well known, separately and together, for both 
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DVD FILMMAKING EXTRAS 

The Sweet Hereafter: 

fiction and nonfiction. Note care
fully how Didion and Dunne have 
adapted Hemingway's celebrated 
story from the page to the video 
screen. Identify and catalog their 
cinematic deductions from and ad
ditions to the narrative-no matter 
how small they may seem. Finally, 
attempt to gauge the effects, both 
positive and negative, that this 
literary/cinematic math appears 
to create in us as readers/watchers 
of tllis metamorphosis. 

For students of the prose fiction-to-film adaptation process, tllis DVD is 
extraordinarily valuable. Not only do both director Atom Egoyan and novelist 
Russell Banks participate in full audio commentary, but they also appear to
gether in a video discussion of the book and movie. And a considerable portion 
of the included Charlie Rose interview Witll Egoyan focuses upon the director's 
model-breaking experiences in adapting the script himself-and upon the 
creative trust and certification he received from Banks. In addition, this disc 
provides the full text (with illustrations) of the Robert Browlling poem "The 
Pied Piper of Hamelin" that Egoyan grafted into the script. 

Minority Report: 
On disc two in this two-disc set, Steven Spielberg presents a substantial docu
mentary called "Minority Report from Story to Screen," which is divided into the 
sections "The Story/The Debate" and "The Players." Screenwriter Jon Cohen 
comments upon his decisions and experiences in adapting the Phillip K. Dick 
story to motion picture form. 

Secret Window: 
In a nineteen-minute feature called "From Book to Film," screenwriter/director 
David Koepp discusses his experiences in adapting one of the stories in Stephen 
King's collection Four Past Midnight for film. Actors Johnny Depp, John 
Turturro, Charles S. Dutton, Timothy Hutton, and Maria Bello also talk on 
camera about the process. 

The War of the Worlds (2005): Two-Disc Limited Edition: 
Three descendants of novelist H. G. Wells speak with Steven Spielberg about 
the author's probable reactions to how this director and his screenwriters Oosh 
Friedman and David Koepp) have handled the famous science fiction work. 
Spielberg seems fascinated that Wells "was a scientist who allowed himself to 
have an imagination." 



The Constant Gardener: 
A special featurette, "John Le Carre: From Page to the Screen," provides 
not only interviews with director Fernando Meirelles and producer Simon 
Channing-Williams, but also a statement from the novelist, who examines 
his expectations for Hollywood's treatment of his work. Le Carre announces, 
"The job of the movie . . .  is to take the minimum intention of the novel 
and illustrate it with the maximum of freedom in movie language, in movie 
drama. There's hardly a line left, there's hardly a scene intact in the movie 
that comes from my novel. Yet, I don't know of a better translation from 
novel to film." 

Memento: 
The most "useful" part of this disc for adaptation study is its full-text inclusion 
of the original short story "Memento Mori" by Jonathan Nolan, the director/ 
screenwriter's brother. From this narrative Christopher Nolan created his 
shooting script. Here, the story is presented on fifty attractive, easy-to-read 
screen "pages." (Note: Although this feature is clearly indicated in the disc's 
on-screen menu, no mention is made of it on the DVD box's packaging. 
Also, one should not confuse this DVD, which sports photos of the film's 
Polaroids on its cover, with a later "Special Edition" that plays mind games 
with its users but also allows them to rearrange the original film's reversed
order segments into chronological form.) 

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (Special R"Ctended D VD Edition): 
Four discs compose this immensely elaborate version of the film and the history 
of its making. See especially the third one, labeled "The Appendices: Part One: 
From Book to Vision," which provides sections marked "l R. R. Tolkien, 
Creator of Middle-Earth," "From Book to Script," and "Storyboard and Pre
Viz: Making Words into Images." 

The Count of Monte Cristo (2002): 
In a special feature on this disc, screenwriter Jay Wolpert discusses his expe
riences in adapting anew an old and popular literary classic. 

Sleuth: 
"A SleuthianJourney with Anthony Shaffer" provides a twenty-three-minute 
feature that examines the process by which a playwright transforms his own 
successful stage work to fit the screen. 

Hurlyburly: 
Dramatist David Rabe adapted his own play for the movies, too. Here, his voice 
may be heard on two separate full-length DVD commentaries-one with 
director Anthony Drazan, another with actor Sean Penn, composer David 
Baerwald, and critic Janet Brown "on the issues and themes of the story." 

Gods and Monsters: 
"Written for the screen and directed by" is the credit that Bill Condon receives 
for his multiple creative roles in this film, which was based on the biography 
Father of Frankenstein by Christopher Bram. Besides the audio commentary that 
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Condon provides on this DVD, he also makes available a feature called "The 
World of Gods and Monsters: AJourney with James Whale," narrated by the 
novelist Clive Barker. 

Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil (Special Edition): 
John Berendt's tremendously best-selling nonfiction narrative about friendship, 
social conventions, murder, and voodoo in the Deep South formed the basis for 
John Lee Hancock's film adaptation. Director Clint Eastwood, in producing 
this disc, made certain to include the documentary "The Real People in the 
Garden, an Interactive Tour of Savannah with Historical Notes and Interviews 
with People Depicted in the Book and Film!" 

(The author of the original work is noted after the film date. See also the Web 
site for The Art of Watching Films for an extensive list of more adaptation films 
for study.) 

Novels and Stories Into Films 

Being Julia (2004); Theatre, 
W Somerset Maugham 

Cold Mountain (2003); Charles Frazier 
The Constant Gardener (2005); John Le 

Carre 
The Door in the Floor (2004); A Widow 

for One Year, John Irving 
Le Divorce (2003); Diane Johnson 
Girl With a Pearl Earring (2003); 

Tracy Chevalier 
Hellboy (2004); graphic novel The Dark 

Horse, Mike Mignola 
A Home at the End of the World (2004); 

Michael Cunningham 
House of Sand and Fog (2003); Andre 

Dubus III 
The Human Stain (2003); Philip Roth 
In the Cut (2003); Susanna Moore 
Master and Commander: The Far Side of 

the World (2003); Patrick O'Brian 
Matchstick Men (2003); Eric Garcia 
Million Dollar Baby (2004); F. X. Toole 

Mystic River (2003); Dennis Lehane 
The Notebook (2004); Nicholas Sparks 
The Phantom of the Opera (2004); 

Gaston Leroux 
The Polar Express (2004); children's 

book, Chris Van Allsburg 
Secret Window (2004); "Secret Window, 

Secret Garden," Stephen King 
A Series of Unfortunate Events 

(2 004); children's books, 
Lemony Snicket 

Sideways (2004); Rex Pickett 
Sin City (2005); graphic novel, Frank 

Miller 
Spider-Man 2 (2004); graphic novels, 

Stan Lee 
Vanity Fair (2004); William Makepeace 

Thackeray 
A Ve1)' Long Engagement (2004); 

Sebastien J aprisot 
War of the Worlds (2005); H. G. Wells 



Plays Into Films 

Closer (2004); Patrick Marber 
Finding Neverland (2004); The 

Man Who /ili'as Peter Pan, 
Alan Knee 

Of the Map (2005); Joan Ackermann 

Fact-Based Films 

American Splendor (2003); graphic 
novel, Harvey Pekar 

Capote (2005); Gerald Clark 
Flags of Our Fathers (2006); 

William Broyles, Jr. and 
Ron Powers 

The Merchant of Venice (2004); 
William Shakespeare 

Stage Beauty (2004); Compleat Female 
Stage Beauty, Jeffrey Hatcher 

The Woodsman (2004); Steven Fechter 

Syriana (2005); See No Evil, Robert 
Baer 

We Don't Live Here Anymore; Andre 
Dubus 

The Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill 
(2005); Mark Bittner 
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